
GETTING THE MOST FROM 
YOUR SAIL BOAT

Or maybe More is a better term



LET’S START AT THE BOTTOM

 What type of bottom paint do you use?

 Ablative?

 Hard?



WHEN WAS IT LAST CLEANED?

 Last week?

 Within 30 days?

 3 months?

 6 months

 One Year

 Longer?

 Next time you paint, motor with full throttle record the speed. In 3 months do the 
same, speed loss? Time to clean?



PROPELLERS

 Fixed 3 blades?

 Fixed 2 blades?

 Folding?

 If fixed 2 blades do you have a mark on your prop shaft to show when the blades 
are straight up and down? I realize many of you, maybe most, cannot see your 
prop shaft easily, but if you can, the mark is helpful.



RIGGING

 Are your shrouds loose or tight?

 Are they the same on both sides?

 When close hauled do your leeward shrouds have some slack?

 Use of a tension meter.



MAIN SAIL ADJUSTMENTS

 Main sheet?  How close to the helmsman?

 Traveler?

 Where are the traveler controls?

 Do you use them?

 Topping lift?  Do you lift the bottom of the sail in light air?

 Out haul?  Do you loosen the foot in light air?



MORE MAIN SAIL

 Do you have main sail tell tales?

 Are they on the trailing (leech) of the sail?

 I have one just above each batten pocket.



WHEN TO REEF?

 Do you have wind speed and apparent wind direction?

 Do you have an inclometer?

 What wind speed do you reef?

 What angle of heel do you reef?

 Do you reef the main before or after adjusting the jib?









JIB CONTROLS

 Inside or outside track?

 How easy is it to adjust?

 With a control line or by hand?





INSIDE AND OUTSIDE TRACK

 Inside is better for pointing

 Further back is usually better when going close hauled, pointing

 Outside is better for reaching





ROLLER FURLING VS HANK ON JIBS

 Does anyone have hank on jibs?

 How often do you change jibs?

 If roller furling

 Do you have a mark on your control line to show 100%

 Does anyone have a head foil with 2 tracks?

 Newer designs vs older ones, big mains small jibs (Newer) smaller main, bigger 
jibs (older)



JIB TRIMMING

 If the sail is “talking to you” bring it in

 Ease it out until it just begins to luff, then back in a bit.

 Watch the tell tales

 Is the helmsman going to adjust course in puffs, or is someone going to adjust the 
sail trim?  

 Decide this early on, if both people do something it probably has a negative action

 If you roll the jib part way in, you probably lose the tell tails





SPINNAKERS AND RELATED LIGHT AIR 
SAILS

 Do you use a pole?

 The wind should be at 90 degrees to the pole.

 Pole and boom should make an almost straight line.

 Put a telltale on the pole

 Use of a sock

 Twinges - Twangers

 Usually the turning blocks for spinnakers are at the back of the boat, for more 
control in heavier air move them forward




